Unique, hi-performance and durable products for all types of snow conditions and preferences.
The freeski range includes skis for jumps, jibbs, backcountry and all-mountain freestyle. We have chosen one model
per category and calibrated it to deliver the most technical and accurate product.
We’ve been working on the profiles, flexes, widths and the overall technical details to deliver products that will
transform the mountains into a natural freeski playground.

freeski
range

crowbar
Accurate tool to help you reign
everything from park to pipe.
Precise/Responsive/Pro

All-rounders for the park, slope
and backcountry.
Playful/All-round/Relaxed

Crowbar is a true twin shape with front auto
rocker.Perfect whatever you ride, switch or
regular. Camber supports instant grip, ultra
fast response, and cushions the impact of
big air landings.

Vandal 3.0 gives you the feel of wood core,
versatility, soft flex and enhanced carve
abilities. They are wide, true twin tips with
extra sidecut. Re-designed hybrid construction featuring new camber-rocker line and
tip&tails profiles.

Carbon-kevlar stringers give you an
increased tip-to-tail pop and response.
Special 2,5mm steel impact edges will
easily endure intense rail sessions. Long
life flex, power, precision, extra pop and an
extremely fast and durable base.
construction: semi-hybrid
(camber / front auto rocker)

ROGUE

FREESKI RANGE

1 78
CORE: POPLAR / ASH
FIBERGLASS: TRIAX / BIAX

vandal 3.0

shape: true twin tip
flex: twin
flex ratio: 7
fiberglass: biax / triax
core: tip-to-tail wood core (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 162cm, 169cm, 175cm, 181cm
sidecut: 117-86-117
radius: 17,0m; 18,6m; 20,3m; 21,9m
extras: carbon / kevlar stringer, protective
gum zones, durable sturdy corrund topsheet

designed for:
freestyle - park&pipe

rogue

dirty bear

All-terrain skis.
Adventurous/Versatile/Playful

The perfect all-terrain ski.
Classic/Versatile/All-round

Rogue are 100mm-underfoot all-terrain
skis designed especially for those who are
seeking adventures. Hybrid construction
enables effortless rides in any snow conditions. While rocker supports better float in
powder, camber increases responsiveness,
makes landings smoother and edge grip
more secure.

Dirty Bear is our most versatile and classic
ski that combines the best of freeride and
freestyle.

A combination of Triax and Biax fiberglass
and tip-to-tail engineered wood core gives
you great flex and control. Rogue are perfect
for floating in powder and riding fast lines on
the wildest of slopes.
They are equipped with durable, long lasting
sturdy corrund top sheet construction.

Get ready to experience the true feel and
flex of tip to tail wood core, the snappy
camber suspension and directional twin-tip
shape. Easy to handle and fast to respond,
the Dirty Bear lets you flourish wherever you
roam.

construction: hybrid
(rocker / camber / rocker)

construction: hybrid
(rocker / camber / rocker)

construction: semi hybrid
(camber / front rocker)

shape: true twin tip
flex: twin
flex ratio: 5
fiberglass: triax
core: tip-to-tail wood core (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200

shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 5
fiberglass: triax+biax
rocker type: classic 200mm (162) and elliptical 240mm (170/178/186cm) (tips & tails)
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200

shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 6
rocker type: 150mm (tips)
fiberglass: triax + biax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200

While camber supports edge-hold, control
and cushions the impact of flat landings,
rocker improves the float and allows for
an effortless all-terrain ride even in deeper
snow. Buttering and pillows shredding have
never been easier. Imagine mountains as a
natural snow park.

sizes: 160cm, 165cm, 170cm, 175cm, 180cm
sidecut: 130-92-130mm
radius: 16,0m; 17,0m; 18,0m; 19,0m; 20,0m
extras: protective gum zones ,durable sturdy
corrund top sheet

designed for:
all terrain freestyle

sizes: 162cm, 170cm, 178cm, 186cm
sidecut: 120-100-115mm
radius: 15,6m; 18,0m; 20,0m, 23,0m

Semi hybrid construction and the
150mm/5mm early rise at the tips enable
top performance on hard packed snow
without compromising your terrain rides.

sizes: 169m, 175cm, 182cm, 189cm
sidecut: 134-99-124mm
radius: 19,0m; 20,3m; 22,2m; 24,2m

extras: durable sturdy corrund top sheet

extras: durable sturdy top sheet

designed for:
all terrain, backcountry

designed for:
all-terrain

superior
The top choice for backcountry
powder action.
Adventurous/Versatile/Agile
Superior are hybrid technology skis that
deliver a perfect combo of float and all the
benefits and ease of rocker design and
the snappy suspension, and control of the
camber.
Lively in powder and shock-absorbing in
rough terrain or chewed-up conditions,
the Superior is an absolute must-have for
backcountry, deep powder and off-piste
enthusiasts. Spin off the cliffs and kickers,
blast from stash to stash, slash the wave Superior skis are so versatile that they have
all of this covered. There’s a reason for their
superiority, after all.
construction: hybrid
(elliptical rocker / camber / elliptical rocker)
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 7
fiberglass: triax+biax
rocker type: 240mm (tips & tails)
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 178cm, 186cm, 194cm
sidecut: 135-115-130mm
radius: 20,0m; 23,0m; 26,0m
extras: durable sturdy corrund topsheet

designed for:
backcountry, freeride

